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ABSTRACT 
This Report presents the results of the analysis of the tracking per- 
formance carried out by the Deep Space Instrumentation Facility for 
Ranger 5. Preflight preparations and the results of postflight analysis 
are discussed. Tracking performance of the stations was determined by 
a study of tracking data, oscillographs and station reports, and preflight , 
and postflight calibrations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Ranger 5 was launched by an A t h / A g e n u  B from 
Cape Kennedy on October 18, 1962. Liftoff occurred at 
16:59:07.8 GMT. Injection into a lunar transfer orbit 
occurred at 17:34:49.0 GMT. All mark events occurred at 
nominal times resulting in solar panel opening and Sun 
acquisition (which took place at L + 48 and 51 min, 
respectively). 
Initial acquisition by Deep Space Instrumentation Fa- 
cility (DSIF) Station 59 occurred at 17:29:28 GMT. Sta- 
tion 51 was able to acquire intermittent one-way R F  lock 
from 17:31:52 to 17:35:30 GMT. Station 41 acquired the 
spacecraft transponder in one-way lock at 17:45:39, and 
the DSIF tracking stations tracked the spacecraft con- 
tinuously thereafter until October 23, 1962. 
Loss of solar panel power occurred at 18122, October 
18, 1962 and the spacecraft continued to function on 
battery power until depletion at approximately 014SZ. 
Prior to battery depletion, a midcourse maneuver was 
attempted but battery power was exhausted before com- 
pletion. After loss of battery power, the transponder 
operated intermittently on solar power as a result of a 
tumbling motion. 
Occultation occurred at 16:38:19 GMT, October 21, 
1962, and reappearance occurred at approximately 17:45 
GMT. Station 11 continued to track the capsule signal 
for a two-hour period prior to its Mariner ZZ backing 
period. On October 30, 1962 Ranger 5 tracking opera- 
tions were terminated. 
1 
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II. SYSTEMS CONFIGURATION 
The DSIF consists of four permanent tracking stations 
(see Fig. l), a spacecraft monitoring station, and a mobile 
tracking station. The permanent stations are located 
at Goldstone, California; at Woomera, Australia; and at 
Johannesburg, South Africa. Each permanent station is 
equipped with an 85-h D parabolic reflector antenna. 
Two stations are located at the Goldstone site. The 
Spacecraft Monitoring Station (SMS) is located at Cape 
Kennedy near Launch Complex l2 and is equipped with 
a manually positioned 6-ft D antenna. The Mobile Track- 
ing Station (MTS) is currently located near the Johannes- 
burg Station site and is equipped with a 10-ft D parabolic 
reflector antenna. This mobile station is used for initial 
acquisition and tracking of the spacecraft. Block dia- 
grams of the DSIF stations are shown in Figs. 2 through 
8. Antenna and receiver parameters are given in Tables 1 
and 2. 
The Goldstone Pioneer site (Station 11) was used as 
a backup facility during the mission. This station has a 
standard, phase-locked, 960-Mc receiver. A maser ampli- 
fier, a parametric amplifier (apex-mounted), and a horn 
feed are used to increase receiver sensitivity and reduce 
system noise temperature. Nonredundant ground support 
equipment is provided to record the TV subsystem video 
signal on magnetic tape. The antenna was positioned in 
accordance with data furnished from Station 12 via the 
intersite microwave link. No angle data, doppler data, or 
spacecraft telemetry are available from this station. 
The Goldstone Echo site (Station 12) was used as the 
prime communication station. This station has a standard, 
phase-locked, 960-Mc receiver diplexed with a 200-w, 
890-Mc transmitter to provide both precision two-way 
doppler and spacecraft command capability. A 50-w back- 
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up R F  amplifier is available for the transmitter. A maser 
amplifier, a parametric amplifier (apex-mounted), and 
a horn feed are used to increase receiver sensitivity 
and reduce system noise temperature. A read-write- 
verify (RWV) unit is incorporated in the command sys- 
tem and allows readback and confirmation of transmitted 
commands. The primary function of this station during 
the mission was to track the transponder and record the 
pictures from the TV subsystem. Drive tapes were used 
to position the antenna. Equipment is available for en- 
coding telemetry data in teletype format for transmission 
to JPL in near-real time. Real time telemetry is trans- 
mitted to JPL via a commercial telephone circuit. Two- 
way doppler (using a rubidium standard) is transmitted 
to JPL in near-real time via teletype. No angle data are 
available. 
PHASE-LOC K OUTPUTS OUTPUTS - 
TELEMETRY RECEIVER ( R E F  AND 
DISCRIMINATORS ANGLE CHANNELS 1 
INTERCOMM 
TO JP 
The Woomera Station (41) has a standard, phase- 
locked, 960-Mc receiver diplexed with a 200-w transmit- 
I 
ter to provide precision two-way doppler and spacecraft 
command capability. A RWV unit is incorporated in 
the command system to allow readback and confirmation 
of the transmitted commands. Equipment is available for 
encoding telemetry data in teletype format for transmis- 
sion to JPL in near-real time. Angle data and two-way 
doppler are transmitted to JPL in near-real time via tele- 
type. Real time telemetry is transmitted to JPL via a 
commercial telephone circuit. 
The Johannesburg Station (51) has a standard, phase- 
locked, 960-Mc receiver diplexed with a 200-w, 890-Mc 
transmitter to provide both precision two-way doppler 
and spacecraft command capability. A RWV unit is in- 
corporated in the command system to allow readback 
and confirmation of the transmitted commands. Equip- 
ment is available for encoding telemetry data in teletype 
format for transmission to JPL in near-real time. Angle 
data and two-way doppler are transmitted to JPL in 
7 
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Fig. 8. Data flow from DSlF stations to JPL 
a 
near-real time via teletype. Real time telemetry is trans- 
mitted to JPL via a commercial telephone circuit. 
The Mobile Tracking Station (59) uses a standard, 
phase-locked, 960-Mc receiver diplexed with a 25-w 
transmitter, thus giving precision two-way doppler capa- 
bility. Trajectory data must be available to facilitate 
early acquisition on the first pass over South Africa. This 
station’s primary functicm is to provide angle data and 
two-way doppler during the injection phase of the flight 
when the angular rates are beyond the capabilities of the 
large antennas. Angle data and two-way doppler are 
transmitted to JPL in near-real time via teletype. 
The Spacecraft Monitoring Station (71) has a standard, 
phase-locked, 960-Mc receiver diplexed with a 25-w 
transmitter to provide prelaunch checkout of the space- 
craft. An RWV receiver is located at the station and is 
cabled to command system equipment in the spacecraft 
hangar to allow checkout of the spacecraft. The station is 
JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-702 





































Antenna gain, db' 
Receivingb 
45.7 f 0.0" 
45.7 f 0.8' 
43.7 f 0.9' 
43.7 f 0.9' 
26.3 f 0.4' 
'All gains are for matched polarization, but do not include ellipticity. 
bR-iving gain includes all losses from feed to LNA input. 
CTronrmitting goin includes all lasses from feed to transmitter. 





45.2 f 0.9 
41.9 f 0.9 
41.9 f 0.9 
25.8 f 0.4 
Antenna ellipticity, db 
Receiving 
0.5 f 0.1 
0.5 f 0.1 
2.7 +- 0.1 
2.7 f 0.1 
0.6 f 0.3 
Transmitting 
- 
1.3 & 0.1 
3.0 0.4 
3.0 f 0.4 
2.7 f 0.3 
Erceud 
roi.. 









Table 2. DSlF receiver parameters 
hem 
Nominal frequency, ME' 
System noise temp, O K b  
Loop noise bandwidth at threshold, cps 
Threshold, dbm, 20 cps 2 B L ~  
Maximum input signal level, dbm 
Residual phase modulation (crystal oscillator 
phase jitter contribution)' 
Station 11 
960.05 * 0.03 
110 -t 20 
20 f 4 
(60 f 10) 




960.05 ? 0.03 
110 f 20 
20 f 4 
(60 f 10) 




960.05 f 0.03 
240 f 25 
20 f 4 
(60 f 10) 
-162 Ifr 1.5 
- 65 
<3.P/P 
1960.05 Mc is basic two-way received frequency. 
"With antenna painted ot cold sky. An inuease of approximotaly 31'K will result when pointed at the Mwn. 
eFor input signal level of -65 dbm with 150-cps noise bandwidth. 
Sation 51 
960.05 4 0.03 
240 Ifr 25 
2 0 + 4  
(60 ? 10) 




960.05 f 0.03 
1250 f 170 
20 & 4 
(60 f 10) 
-155 f 1.5 
-45 
<3*P/P 
housed in two trailers; one contains the receiving and 
command checkout systems and the other the instrumen- 
tation system that records telemetry data. Real time 
telemetry is transmitted to JPL via a commercial tele- 
phone circuit. This station assists in checkout of the 
spacecraft prior to launch and tracks the spacecraft from 
launch to local horizon. 
Nominal view periods vs actual tracking periods for 
the DSIF stations are shown in Table 3. 
9 
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I nBored on 5-deg elevation angle. 'Set occurs on the day after rise. CLoss of capsule beacon signal due to occultation by Moon. 
A. Ground Station Modes 
The seven modes of operation of the DSIF are identi- 





Listening for the transponder signal in the one- 
way mode and obtaining telemetry and 
one-way doppler. This mode is possible at Sta- 




1 0  
Tracking the transponder signal in the two- 
way mode, obtaining angles, telemetry, and 
two-way doppler. This mode is possible at 
Stations 41,51, and 59. 
Listening for the transponder signal in the 
two-way mode and  obtaining telemetry 
and two-way doppler. This mode is possible 
only with the combination of Stations 11 
and 12. Listening for the transponder signal in the 
two-way mode, obtaining telemetry and two- 
way doppler. This mode is possible at Stations 
41 and 51. 
Transmitting only to the transponder. No sig- 
nal is received, no doppler obtained. This 
mode is possible at Stations 12 and 51. 
Listening for the capsule beacon signal and 
obtaining capsule telemetry. This mode is pos- 
sible at all DSIF stations except 59 and 71. 
Tracking the transponder signal in the one-way 
mode, obtaining angles, telemetry, and one- 
way doppler. This mode is possible at Stations 
41,51, and 59. 
4 
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Antenna hinge angle override. 
Antenno switchover. 
Begin midmurse maneuver. 
Telemetry mode change. 
b i n  terminal moneuvor. 
Turn on altimeter power. 
Midcourse maneuver roll duration. 
Midmurse maneuver pitch duration. 
Midcourse maneuver velocity increment. 
Terminal maneuver first pitch duration. 












































































Tdemetry event blips 
CH 6-2, 23:54:47 
CH 8-2, 01:03:48 
CH 8-2-1, 01:16:45 
CH 6-2, 01 :30:22 
12 (stopped sending commands. A toid of 23 
were sent by Station 12) 
SC-6 Terminal moneuver second pitch duration. 
bVerified by ground station RWV system. 
11 
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Mode Data 
TM-I 
TM-II Midcourse moneuver 
TM-Ill 
TM-IV 
launch to start of midcourse maneuver 
Post midcourse moneuver to end of terminal maneuver 
End of terminal maneuver ta bus impact 
TM-V Capsule impact to end of mission 
Approximate Telemetry subcarrier Indication frequency 
duration frequency, cps tolerance, cpr 
4-8 
- 30 16 hr 705 
28 min 722 +8 
48 hr 739 f 8  




TV SUBSYSTEM TV SUBSYSTEM 
TRANSMITTING SPACECRAFT TRANSMITTING 
CHANNEL A TRANSMITTER CHANNEL B 
959.05 < Mc 959.52 MC 960.05 Mc 960.58 Mc 961.05 Mc 
b 6 0 k c  
Fig. 9. Ranger N subsystem frequency 
allocations 
6. Spacecraft Modes 
The spacecraft modes are defined according to flight 
periods and have been assigned identification according 
to the telemetry system mode for that portion of the 
mission. Changes of the telemetry system mode are 
accomplished by the central computer and sequencer 
(CC&S) in the spacecraft, or, in the event of a mode- 
change malfunction, by RTC-5 (see Table 4). Indication 
of the telemetry mode will either be provided by the 3F6 
measurement (decommutator address 66) or by the tele- 
metry available. Definitions and indications of these 
modes are given in Table 5. 
The RF communication system consists of a 3-w 
transponder-RF amplifier and an L-band R F  diplexer 
(see Fig. 10 for block diagram). The 890/9600-Mc 
transponder operates through either the pseudo- 
omnidirectional antenna or the directional high-gain 
parabolic antenna. The transponder system consists of an 
automatic phase-tracking 890-Mc receiver and an inte- 
12 
grally related 960-Mc transmitter. The nominal transmit- 
ter frequency is 960.05 Mc. The polarization is right hand 
circular. 
The 890-Mc receiver is a double superheterodyne, 
phase - locked  r ece ive r  a n d  has  t h e  fo l lowing  
characteris tics : 
1. Noise figure, 15 db 
2. Loop noise bandwidth (at threshold), 100 cps 
3. Dynamic range, 90 db 
4. AGC loop bandwidth, 1 cps 
5. Threshold, - 139 dbm (at diplexer input) 
The first IF is 50 Mc and the second IF is 10 Mc. The 
receiver AGC voltage and static loop phase error voltages 
are telemetered to the tracking ground stations as an aid 
in adjusting the transmitted 890-Mc frequency. The re- 
ceiver is connected through an L-band diplexer to the 
omnidirectional antenna. It is never switched to the high- 
gain antenna. 
The transmitter portion of the transponder utilizes the 
receiver VCO frequency reference in the two-way trans- 
ponder mode. In the one-way mode, an independent 
oscillator is switched into the circuit. The 250-mw output 
of the transponder is amplified to 3 w in each of the two 
RF amplifiers. One RF amplifier is coupled through a 
diplexer to the omnidirectional antenna, the other RF 
amplifier is coupled to the high-gain parabolic antenna 
through a 10-db directional coupler (which means it is 
J P L  TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-702 
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AMPLlF I ER DIRECTIONAL 
JPL TRANSPONDER 
RCA-TV SUBSYSTEM 
VIDEO - CHANNEL B ...I-' TV TRANSMITTER 
NOMINAL PARAMETERS 
JPL  
POWER TO OMNl ANTENNA +34 dbm 
POWER TO DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA +24 dbm 
OMNl ANTENNA GAIN 0 db 
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA GAIN +20 db 
NET DIFFERENCE RADIATED IO db 
LOSS TRANSMITTER TO 
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA -5.2 db 
TRANSMITTER OUTPUT +47.8 dbm 
+42.6 dbm POWER TO ANTENNA 
RCA 
Fig. 10. Spacecraft communications system block diagram 
combined with the RCA-TV signal). The signal from 
either amplifier is sent to the respective antenna by 
activating its filament circuit. The radiated output is 
approximately 3 w on the omnidirectional antenna and 
0.3 w on the high-gain parabolic antenna. Figure 10 is a 
block diagram of the spacecraft communications system. 
13 
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111. DATA EVALUATION 
In the orbit determination program (ODP), the 
Ranger 5 spacecraft orbit is determined by locating 
the set of initial conditions at injection epoch, which 
causes the weighted sum of the squares of the differences 
between actual observations and the computed values of 
the observables to be minimized. The method is called 
modified weighted least squares because of the method 
employed in obtaining the weights. In the usual least 
squares method, the data points are weighted inde- 
pendently, inversely proportional to their expected (or 
measured) variances. In modified least squares, the in- 
dependent weighting values are determined by the 
expected (or measured) effectitie variances. In arriving at 
the effective variance for each data type at each station, 
consideration is given to the correlation width of all 
recognized noise sources, the sampling rates, counting 
times, elevation angles, and range to the spacecraft. 
Prior to being put on the ODP input tape, the incoming 
data goes through a tracking data editing program 
(TDEP) which rejects gross blunder points, points that 
are outside the antenna mechanical constraints, and 
points with bad teletypewriter format. No attempt is 
made to unscramble or correct bad format points. There- 
fore, by sacrificing the possibility of utilizing the maxi- 
mum number of data points, there will be a reduction in 
the sensitivity to blunder points and possible error points 
that might otherwise have a significant effect on the 
orbit. The current policy for weighting data is to assign 
an initial weight for each data type based on the sample 
rate, count time, and expected data quality. These 
weights may be changed (on option) when the sample 
rate and count time changes or when the residuals 
indicate periods of extremely good or relatively poor 
tracking data. 
Data evaluation techniques (consistent with the ODP 
computational methods) have been developed with the 
goal of isolating and removing systematic errors, and 
determining the characteristics of tracking data noise 
statistics; i.e., the RMS and mean values of the residuals 
(observed minus computed). The pertinent equations 
are given in Appendix A. There are essentially two 
phases in the mission tracking evaluation: (1) inflight, 
and (2) postflight. 
In the inflight phase, station reports are analyzed to 
detect any unusual occurrences. Also, transmitter VCO 
drift statistics are compiled, frequency changes are noted 
and brought to the attention of the ODP group, and 
changes in transmitter assignments are evaluated. After 
the orbit is reasonably well known, observed values are 
checked against predicted values to determine the valid- 
ity of the tracking data and to detect blunder points 
before they influence the orbit. Certain parameters such 
as the doppler system figure of merit (g') are computed 
and used to evaluate the quality of the incoming doppler 
data. Once the ODP listings are available, the residuals 
and rejected points are analyzed to detect systematic 
error sources. The test director is informed of all unusual 
occurrences, and if applicable, corrective action is 
recommended. 
The postflight evaluation phase consists of analyzing 
all available data pertaining to the DSIF tracking per- 
formance. Complete analysis of all residuals, by data 
type, is made to detect equipment biases, periodic noise 
which might be attributed to station equipment, and any 
other systematic errors. The validity of the noise model 
is checked by least-squares fitting the tracking data. All 
observations are evaluated and compared with preflight 
calibrations and past performance. All indications of 
equipment problems and nonstandard occurrences are 
investigated and recommendations are made to the ap- 
propriate agencies. New data analysis techniques are 
investigated and implemented if applicable. 
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IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 
A. Preflight Calibrations at DSlF Stations 
In order to improve the quality of the primary angular 
data going into the ODP, it is first corrected for the an- 
tenna optical pointing error (OPE). For the angle data 
stations (41 and 51), this error was determined from a 
series of independent, horizon-to-horizon star tracks. A 
polynomial curve fit was made to the differences between 
the refraction corrected ephemeris values and the ob- 
served values read from the angle encoders. The OPE is 
then represented by the coefficients of the resulting poly- 
nomials. In general, the preflight calibration star tracks 
are required for two purposes: (1) to detect gross system 
errors, and (2) to test the validity of the correction poly- 
nomial. 
Experience gained from the Ranger 4 experiment has 
shown that the OPE coefficients do not remove all sys- 
tematic pointing errors. This is reasonable since the RF 
and optical axis of the antenna are not necessarily the 
same. That is, the RF axis is a function of the position 
of the quadripod feed, whereas the optical axis is not. 
Therefore, if there is a quadripod deflection (due to 
thermal effect and/or gravitational loading) at some 
given instant of time, the optical error and the RF error 
would not be the same. Further, the optical refraction 
and the RF refraction are not the same due to the differ- 
ence in respective wavelengths. In addition to these 
effects, the RF pointing error is also a function of feed 
alignment, received signal-to-noise ratio, and received 
polarization angle (since the antenna null pattern does 
not have the same slope at all polarization angles). The 
RF boresight vs polarization angle test was an attempt 
to study the RF errors. The test was designed to correlate 
the optical and RF errors observed at the c o b a t i o n  
tower over a range of signal levels and polarization 
angles. Experience has shown that the results of the test 
cannot be applied to the inflight data in a meaningful 
manner. For the purpose of describing the RF pointing 
error, the test is inadequate and a new method for deter- 
mining the RF antenna calibration is required. However, 
the test is required to add to the composite statistical 
data, and provides a good indication of R F  system status 
and autotrack capabilities. 
Appendix B contains the results of boresight vs polar- 
ization angle tests and the coefficients used in the real 
time computation of Ranger 5. 
The following is an account of the calibration tests 
conducted for the Mariner II mission (used also for the 
Ranger 5 mission). 
1. Station 59 
A boresight vs polarization angle (B/P) test was con- 
ducted on July 15, 1962. The test was conducted at polar- 
ization angles of 0, 180, and 240 deg for signal strengths 
of - 120 dbm and - 140 dbm. The mean error in azimuth 
exceeded Rangers 3 and 4 by a factor of 2 and the angle 
tracking jitter exceeded Rangers 3 and 4 by a factor of 4. 
Results of the B/P test are presented in Appendix B. 
Since angular data from Station 59 are not primary 
data, the B/P test was considered satisfactory for the 
Ranger 5 mission. Star tracks were not conducted by 
Station 59 because angular data are not considered pri- 
mary data. 
2. Station 11 
A star track of Alpha Aquilae (Altair) was conducted 
on August 3, 1962. Hour angle and declination residuals 
(observed minus computed) compared favorably with 
previous star tracks. A plot of the star track is presented 
in Fig. 11. B/P tests were not required for Ranger 5. 
3. Station 12 
A star track of Alpha Aquilae was conducted on 
August 8, 1962. Hour angle and declination residuals 
(observed minus computed) compared favorably with 
previous star tracks. A plot of the star track is presented 
in Fig. 12. B/P tests were not required for Ranger 5. 
4. Station 41 
A star track of Alpha Aquilae was conducted on 
August 16, 1962. A curve generated from a polynomial 
using the angular correction coefficients compared very 
favorably with the hour angle and declination residual 
(obsenred minus computed) from the star track. Based on 
the August 16, 1962 star track, the angular correction 
coefficients determined from the 1961-62 star tracks 
were considered to be the best estimate of optical point- 
ing error (OPE). A plot of the star track is presented in 
Fig. 13. The OPE angular correction coefficients are 
presented in Appendix C. 
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A B/P test was conducted on July 12, 1962 at signal 
strengths of -120, -130, and -140 dbm. Results com- 
pared favorably with previous tests and are presented in 
Appendix C. 
5. Station 51 
A star track of Alpha Aquilae was conducted on 
August 2, 1962. A curve generated from a polynomial 
using the angular correction coefficients determined from 
1961-62 star tracks compared very favorably with the 
hour angle residuals; however, the declination residuals 
were biased approximately -0.01 deg for the entire star 
track. A second star track of Alpha Aquilae was con- 
ducted on August 17, 1962. The hour angle residuals 
from this star track again agreed favorably with the curve 
generated from the polynomial using the angular correc- 
1 6  
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tion coefficients. Declination residuals for -30 <HA <30 
agreed with the polynomial. Film data were not taken to 
verify that the star was centered during these tracks. A 
decision was made to use the angular correction coeffi- 
cients from the 1961-62 star tracks for the Ranger 5 mis- 
sion. Plots of results of the star tracks are presented in 
Figs. 14 and 15. 
A B/J? test was conducted on August 10, 1962 at signal 
strengths of -120, -130, and -1140 dbm. The results 
AUG 8,1962 
Fig. 12. Star track of Alpha Aquilae, Aug 8,1962 
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agreed favorably with previous tests and are presented 
in Appendix C .  
This Report analyzes tracking data from 1 7 : s  October 
18, to October 23. Table 6 contains a summary of the 
data used in the ODP. Appendix A contains listings of 
the transmitter VCO frequencies. Appendix D contains the 
residual plots from the ODP. 
6. DSlF Station Performance Analysis 
The DSIF stations tracked Ranger 5 continuously from 
acquisition by Station 41 at 17:45:37 GMT on October 
18,1962 until shutdown at Station 2 on October 30, 1962. 
The angular data from Station 4 were considered poor. 
This problem is covered in detail later. Station 5 data 
were good. Doppler data were good. 
18 
Fig. 
AUG 16, 1962 
3. Star track of Alpha Aquilae, Aug. 16, 1962 
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-90 -60 -30 0 30 60 90 
AUG 2,1962 
Fig. 14. Star track of Alpha Aquilae, Aug. 2, 1962 
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*The ODP statistics did not indude Station 51. A program for fhe IBM 1620 ot Goldstone, California was used to mlculate this. Rejection points were set at 0.05. 
1. Station 59 
Pass No. 1 (October 18, 1962, 17:31:25 to 17:36:5!5 
GMT). Good two-way doppler data were received at a 
5-sec sample rate and 5-sec continuous doppler count. 
Signal level was - 140 dbm. 
Pass No. 2 (October 18, 1962, 22:31:00 to October 19, 
1962, 07:52:01 GMT). This station acted as a receiver 
only in the one-way doppler mode for Pass No. 2. Raw 
data were recorded from day 292 (01:17:28 to 01:43:01 
GMT). The receiver went out of lock at 01:29:50 and 
continued tracking intermittently thereafter. 
2. Station 41 
Pass No. 1 (October 18, 1962, 17:45:39 to October 19, 
1962, 02:20:00 GMT). Good two-way lock was not 
achieved until 18:35:30 because the transmitter VCO was 
not tuned properly. Time was spent in searching pseudo- 
lock areas. Two-way lock continued until approximately 
23:30, October 18, 1962, when Station 51 picked up two- 
way lock. Station 41 tracked the transponder signal, ex- 
cept for a short capsule tracking period from 01:14 to 
01:21, October 19, when the transponder signal went 
below receiver threshold. Capsule tracking resumed at 
01:58 and continued until 02:20:11 when the receiver 
21 
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went out of lock. Station 41 had a transmitter VCO drift 
at 20:22:11 because of air-conditioning system problems. 
Declination residuals showed a bias of +0.05 deg 
throughout the entire pass. An apparent sinusoid with a 
peak-to-peak difference of 0.04 deg and a period of 5 min 
was evident. This was probably caused by antenna hitch- 
ing. Hour angle data on the first pass were all poor, as 
shown by a least-squares-curve fit on the raw data. Com- 
parison to a least-squares-curve fit for Mariner ZZ data 
shows this very vividly (see Figs. 16 and 17). An opera- 
tional error was probably committed (as indicated in the 
Station Report), because the RF error gain was set too 
low. The doppler data were satisfactory. 
*.0q$&&#& *r 
9 .. 











2 c  
I 
0. I O  
0.2c 
0.3C 
TIME,  GMT 
Fig. 16. least-squares fitted raw data, Ranger 5 (Station 41, Oct 18, 1962) 
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October 22, 1962 
PUS NO. 2 (October 19, 1962, 16:51:41 to 19:23:00 
GMT). During this pass, tracking was alternated between 
transponder and capsule beacon. Angle data were good 
during the short periods recovered (see Appendix B). 
Doppler data were unusable in the ODP, although the 
raw data show a good condition code. 
51 05:30:00 
1 1  19:04:00 
Pass NO. 3 (October 20, 1962, 16:59:11 to 20:45:51 
GMT). These data showed a large amount of scatter. 
This is normal because the signal strength was so low. 
October 23-29, 1962 
Pass No. 4 (October 21, 1962, oO:42:02 to 08:45:00 
GMT). These data also showed a large amount of scatter, 
and can be attributed to the low signal strength. 
1 1" 
3. Station 51 
Pass No. 1 (October 18, 1962, 17:32 to 17% GMT). 
The station was in intermittent lock during this pass and 
no data were acquired. There was no lock on the main 
antenna (probably due to the acquisition antenna pattern 
being distorted by ground reflections). 
Pass No. 2 (October 18,1962,23:00:02 to October 19, 
1962, 06:53:02 GMT). Acquisition occurred at 22:58:05 
with -132-dbm signal strengths. During t h i s  pass the 
midcourse maneuver was attempted. Commands were 
sent by Station 51. All residuals were good. 
Pass No. 3 (October 20, 1962, oO:37:40 to 1OOO:oO 
GMT). All data were good, although there was some 
scattering due to low signal strength. 
Pass No. 4 (October 21, 1962, 00:34:29 to 1O:OO:oO 
GMT). Angular data were good but scattered. The re- 
ceiver was in intermittent lock from 05:s to OS:!% GMT. 
A check of the raw data shows the doppler counter re- 
cycling at unpredictable times. 
Pass No. 5 (October 22, 1962, 06:12:05 to 07:30:00 
GMT). This station secured on October 22, 1962. A large 
bias of +0.25 deg was evident in Hour Angle. Declina- 
tion showed an increasing positive bias of +0.1 to 
+0.2 deg. 
4. Station 11 
Station 11 tracked one-way doppler during its tracking 
periods. None of the data was used in the ODP. Due to 
the loss of power, all signal strengths were near threshold 
and the receiver went in and out of lock. Tracking was 
normal on a comparative basis. This station continued its 
tracking until Ranger 5 tracking was terminated on Octo- 
ber 30, 1962. See Table 7 for a summary of capsule 
beacon tracking. 
5. Station 12 
Station 12 also tracked one-way doppler during its 
tracking periods. No data were used in the ODP. Signal 
Table 7. Summary of capsule beacon tracking 
Date 
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strengths were very weak due to the loss of spacecraft 
power. Receiver continually went in and out of lock, 
usually with the capsule beacon (see Table 7 for capsule 
beacon tracking periods). An attempt was made to send 
an RTC-3 command during the third pass with no success. 
Table 6 presents results of the g2 computation: 
g2 = K 2 (Af7)' 
1 1  
Ttot ( f 7 ) 2  B' 
K = '  
where f,. = transmitter VCO frequency 
B* = 1.4 X 10-ls 
C. Transmitter VCO Drift 
Transmitter VCO for Station 51 was very stable during 
the first pass. Only the first pass was analyzed. The trans- 
mitter VCO drift rate for Station 41 was very high due to 
an air-conditioning problem (9 cps/hr from GMT 2020 
to 2050). Beginning at 2050, the drift rate slowly stabi- 
Ttot = time interval over which 2 is 
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APPENDIX A 
Equations Used in Data Evaluation 
The following equations, contributed by  T. W. 
Hamilton, are used for inflight evaluation of the two-way 
doppler data: 
term is the variance due to transmitter reference oscil- 
lator drift. The equation used to compute g2  is 
0' = (0.40)'- 10 + - 1(+J+ (4z)z R ($) (g ' )  T8 3 1 
Ttot (fr)' B' 
where K = 
where gz = doppler system figure of merit 
R = slant range of spacecraft, km 
T ,  = doppler averaging time 
T ,  = sample interval 
B' = 1.4 X lo-'* sec-' 
f,. = transmitter VCO frequency 
= 29.668212 X lo6 cps 
The first term on the right is an estimate of the vari- 
ance due to gaining or losing a cycle in either the ground 
receiver or the spacecraft receiver in a random fashion 
due to noise, and noise on the signal due to the transmis- 
sion medium. The second term is an estimate of the vari- 
ance due to doppler counter round-off, and the third 
T,,, = time interval over which ( ~ f ? ) ~  is 
determined 
DSIF station transmitter VCO frequencies are listed in 
Table A-1. 
Table A-1. Transmitter VCO frequencies 
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The following is the form of the autocorrelation func- 
tion used to determine whether the tracking data noise 










k = 1,2, .  . . , (2/3 N) 
ri = the ith residual where 
APPENDIX B 








Az Mean error 
Az Standard deviation 
El Mean error- 
El Standard deviation 
N = the total number of data points used 
k = a dummy index related to time; i.e., 
tk = (to 4- kat) where At is the 
Results of the B/P tests are listed in Table B-1. The 
mean error and standard deviation were computed for 
all polarization angles at each signal strength. 
Listed below are the systematic angular error coeffi- 
cients for Stations 41 and 51. 
Table 6-1. Boresight vs polarization 
HA Mean error 
HA Standard deviation 
Dec Mean error 
Dec Standard deviation 
HA Meon error 
HA Standard deviation 
Dec Mean error 
Dec Standard deviation 
sample interval 
(2/3 N) = the largest integer in 2/3 N 
p (k) = the autocorrelation coefficient of 
the kth order 
Signal strength 















A,, = 8.1782221 X Boo = 7.7083567 X 
A,, = 5.4528942 X le4 Bo, = 1.3421492 X 
A,, = 2.4824958 X le6 B,, = -1.4110890 X le5 
A,, = 2.2456691 X le7 Bo, = 0 
A,, = 3.9893420 X B,, = -3.7604920 X le4 
A,, = 8.6958410 X le6 B,, = 3.3477154 X le6 
A,, = -6.5207442 X le7 B,, = 1.0189521 X le7 
A13 = -1.5949038 X le8 BI3 = 0 
A,, = -1.2946369 X le6 
A,, = -7.8951151 X le8 B,, = 4.5394206 X lVD 
A,, = -7.0411608 X B,, = 2.0957802 X leD 
A,, = -1.2359545 X B,, = 0 
A,, = -2.1632630 X B,, = 0 
A31 = 1.9051375 X B,, = 0 
B,, = -8.8803- X 
A32 = 3.9524832 X le1' B3, = 0 
A,, = 9.5775121 X B,, = 0 
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Station 51 A,, = -1.2431192 X lo-' B,,  = 0 
: Boo = 1.6582344 X 1P2 A31 = 6.2245085 X lo-', B3, = 0 
A,, = 1.5852843 X lC4 Bo, = 1.0443459 X lo-' 
A02 = 6.2453096 X Bo, = -3.6495579 X 
A03 = 3.4384273 X B O 3  = 2.0183882 X lo-' 
A,, = -2.7103299 X lo-' B,, = -2.082922 X lo-' 
A,, = 9.3636995 X 10-o B,, = 4.5503798 X 1W6 
A,, = -3.4191398 X lo-? E l , ,  = -9.4572764 X lo-' 
A13 = -3.7665906 X lO-' B13 = -7.1265086 X lo-' 
A,, = -2.3512765 X Bzo = -7.1265086 X 
A21 = -1.0353745 X lo-' B 2 1  = 5.8977874 X lo-' 
A,, = -3.0418727 X lo-' B,,  = 3.6280184 X 
A23 = -1.5236838 X B 2 3  = -5.16557298 X lo-', 
A32 = 1.7992403 X lo-'' B 3 2  = 0 
A33 = 3.3140295 X 10-l' B33 = 0 
The useful range of these functions is -70 deg 5 a 
5 +70 deg, -35 deg 2 S 2 +35 deg. These coeffi- 
cients are obtained from a polynomial curve fit made to 
the difference between the refraction corrected ephemeris 
values and the observed values. These coefficients are 
used to improve the quality of the data by first correcting 
for the antenna optical pointing errors. The recommended 
correction equations Da and DS are to be used as follows: 
Da = Ai,j ai Si, deg 
DS = Bi,j  ai S i ,  deg 
APPENDIX C 
Received Frequency Equations 
The DSIF receiver is shown as a block diagram in 
Fig. C-1. The value f s , e  is the spacecraft transmitted fre- 
quency. frc is the received cmier frequency, and f v  is the 
receiver VCO frequency. In Fig. C-2 the receiver block 
of Fig. C-1 is expanded into a block diagram valid for all 
receive modes. rR is the radial velocity from the receiving 
[SPACECRAFT] OUTPUT=O=-(-30fv+ f,,) t f, 
(+I 






f y = &  (I- 'R/cI-fm 
Fig. C-1. DSIF receiver, doppler block diagram 
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PERTINENT OBSERVABLE ON PUNCHED DOPPLER 
RECEIVER COUNTING 
SYSTEM PAPER TELETYPE TAPE 
Fig. C-2 Receiver dimgram for all receiver modes 
station to the spacecraft. f, is the mixer frequency, a con- 
ceptual convenience. C is the speed of light. The units of 
frequency are megacycles. 
the model to a given receive mode. 
Dj is the doppler detector output. cj is the pertinent 
observable on punched paper teletype tape. K, is a con- 
venience to generalize the block diagram. It takes on two 
values as listed in Table C-2. Table C-1 lists definitions necessary to particularize 
For ease of use in the various computer programs used 
during a tracking mission, the equations for cj are re- 
arranged according to Table C 3 .  
In Fig. C-3 the doppler counting system block of 
Fig. C-1 is expanded. 
Table C-1 . Definitions to particularize receiver to a given receive mode 
Mods 
DSIF 1-way 
DSIF 2-way, 2-station (noncoherent) 
MTS 1-WOY 
MTS 2-woy, 2-stotion (noncoherent) 
All stations 2-way, 2-station coherent 
~ ~~~ 
Dafinition 
fslc = 960.05 Mc (nominal) 
30 
31 
f, = - fv 
30 
31 
f, = - f, 
= 960.05 Mc 
30 
29 2/3 
fm = - fr, 
30 
29 2/3 
f, = - f, 
Remarks 
fsle i s  the 1 -way transponder frequency, 
sometimes labeled f,.
frr i s  the reference oscillator at  the tmnr- 
mitting station, nominally 29.668212 Mc 
rT i s  range rote at  the transmitter station. 
f, is the reference oscillator frequency, 
nominally 29.668212 ME. 
In this case the transmitter and the 
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All equations for detector output (D) used in the pre- Di 
Definition 
~ 
dictions are derived from the relationship 
Ci 
30 
Dj = - , with T ,  = 0 
Table C-2. Definition of K, 
All 1-way and 2-way, 2-station 
noncoherent modes 
K ,  = 31.005 
+ '1 All 2-way and 2-way, 2-station K ,  = 
coherent modes I [ 2::/3 300 
Mode 
DSlF 1-way 
DSlF 5-way, 2-station 
(noncoherent) 
MTS l -way 
MTS 2-way, 2-station 
(noncoherent) 
Al l  stations 2-way and 2-way, 
2-station (coherent) 
4 PRECISION 
f" MIXER MULTIPLIER COUNTER 
( X 30) + 
DOPPLER 
Fig. C-3. Doppler counting system diagram 
Table C-3. Equations for Tccj 
Equation for Tcfj, Mc 
31 
930.15 - - (960.05) C, = I 32 
c, = [ 930.15 - (30) (i) ( 5 )  (1 - :) (1 - :) fry* IT. 
30 
- 960.05 (1 - :)I To 
- 1 
C, = 930.15 + - 30 frR - (30) (:) ( I  - :) (I - :) frT* 
29 2/3 I 
c, = [ (30) (i) fVR (?E) + o.l]Tc 
30 
3 
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APPENDIX D 
Residuals 
Station residuals are shown in Figs. D-1 through D-11. 
TIME 21 hr 39 min FROM NOV 18, 1962, min (ITERATION I) 
Fig. D-1. Station 41 pass No. 10/181 residuals (21:39 GMT) 
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32 
TIME 23 hr 00 min FROM NOV 18, 1962, min (ITERATION I )  
Fig. D-2. Station 51 pass No. 10/181 residuals (23:OO GMT) 
* 

































Fig. D-3. Station 41 pass No. 10/181 residuals (039 GMT) 
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0 30 60 so 120 150 180 75 
TIME I hr 17min FROM NOV 19, 1962, min (ITERATION I )  
Fig. D-4. Station 59 pass No. 10/191 residuals (1:17 GMT) 
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MINUTES 
Fig. D-6. Station 41 pass NO. 10/181 residuals (from 18:54:51 to 01 :04:02 GMT) 
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0 3 0  60 90 i20 i50 i80 
TIME 2 hr 15 m i n  FROM NOV 19, 1962, min (ITERATION I )  
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0 30 60 90 t20 Is0 ieo 
TIME 18hr 15min FROM NOV 19,1962,min (ITERATION 1 )  
Fig. D-1 0. Station 41 pass No. 10/192 residuals (1 8:15 GMT) 
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Fig. D-11. Station 41 pass No. 10/192 residuals (0:39 GMT) 
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APPENDIX E 
Orbit Determination Program Printout 
1. RANGER 5 PREMIDCOURSE ORBIT 
42 
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Table F-1. Ranger 5 trajectory key 
COLUMN 1 2 3 4 5 6 
ROW 
1 GME J H 
;ROUP A 2 G A B 
3 GMM GMS GMV 
INJECTION CONDITIONS TARGET 
;ROUP B 4 GEOCENTRIC xo 
TIME PAST INJECTION 
6 x  Y 
7 R  DEC 
;ROUP C 8 R LAT 
9 xs YS 
i o  XM YM 
11 XT YT 
12 RS vs 
13 GED ALT 




EPOCH OF PERICENTER PASSAGE 
15 SMA ECC 
16 VH c 3  
GROUP D 17 TA EA 
18 WX WY 
19 QX QY 
20 sxo SYO 
21 BX BY 
22 B O T  E * R  
23 C3J 
24 X Y 
25 R LAT 
26 XE YE 
GROUP E 27 XT YT 
28 LTE LOE 
29 EPS ESP 
30 MPS MSP 
31 EPT ETP 
32 SET STE 
33 GCE GCT 
34 REP VEP 
35 x Y 
36 R DEC 
GROUP F 37 R LAT 
38 LTS LNS 
39 ALT SHA 




EPOCH OF PERICENTER PASSAGE 
41 SMA ECC 
42 VH c 3  
GROUP G 43 TA EA 
44 wx WY 
45 QX QY 
46 SXO SYO 
47 SXI SY I 
48 BX BY 
49 E * T  E * R  
GROUP H 50 XOCTAL YOCTAL ZOCTAL 














































D RE REM 
C OME AU 
MA GMB GMJ 
JULIAN DATE MONTH, DAY, YEAR hr min sec 
zo DXO DYO DZO 
TO GHA GHO 
JULIAN DATE MONTH, DAY, YEAR hr min sec 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
DX DY DZ 
V PTH AZ 
VE PTE AZE 
DXS DYS DZS 
DXM DYM DZM 
DXT DY T DZT 
VM RT VT 
RAS RAM LOM 
SHA DES DEM 
CONIC ORBITAL B T AND E R EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 










































































CONIC ORBITAL E * T  AND E * R  EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
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Table F-2. Ranger 5 trajectory key definitions 








Group c lnertiol position and velocity o f  the proh  
Sun, Moon and target body in a geocentri 
equatorial system. The principal direciio 
X is the vernal equinox direction of dat 
and the principol plane XY i s  the equatoric 
plane of date. Z is along the direction a 
the Earth's spin axis of date. Miscellaneou 
parameters are also included. 
Universal gravitational constant times the mass 
of Earth, km3/sec' 
Coefficient of the second harmonic in the 
Earth's potential function 
Coefficient of the third harmonic in the 
Earth's potential function 
Coefficient of the fourth harmonic in the 
Earth's potential function 
Earth radius used in the potential function, km 
Conversion factor for converting lunar 
ephemerides into km 
Universal constant of gravitation, km'/kg sec' 
Moments of inertia about principal axis for 
the Moon, kg km2 
Sidereal rotation rate of the Earth, deg/sec 
Astronomical unit, km 
Row6 Z ;} 
DZ 
Cartesian components of the probe radius 
vector, km 
Cartesian components of the probe spoce-fixed 







Probe rodius distance, km 
Probe declination angle, deg 
Probe right oscension angle, deg 
Probe space-fixed velocity, km/sec 
Pitch angle of the probe space-fixed velocity 
Azimuth angle of the probe space-fixed 
vector with respect to the local horizontal, de, 






Universal gravitational constant times the mass 
of Moon, km'//rec2 
Universal gravitational constant times the mass 
of Sun, kma/sec2 
Universal gravitational constant times the mars 
of Venus, km3/secz 
Universal gravitotional constant times the mass 
of Mars, km3/sec2 
Universal gravitotionol constant times the moss 
of Eorth-Moon, kmJ/sec' 
Univerrol gravitational constant times the moss 














Probe rodius distance, km 
Probe geocentric latitude, deg 
Probe East longitude, deg 
Probe Earth-fix& velocity, km/sec 
Pitch angle of the probe Earth-fixed velocity 
Azimuth angle of the probe Earth-fixed 
vector with respect to the local horizontal. d q  
velocity vector measured East of true North, 
deg 
Carterion components of the Sun radius 
vector, km 
Carterion components of the Sun spaccfixed 
velocity vector, km/sec 
zs 
DZS Injection conditions are vernal equinox car. 
tesian coordinates in a geocentric equatorial 
system. The principol direction X i s  the 
vernol equinox direction of date and the 
principal plane XY is the equatorial plane oi 
date. Z is along the direction of the Earth'r 
spin axis of date. 
Cartesian components of the probe rodius 
vecbr, km 
Cartesian components of the probe space-fixed 




Zarterion components of the Moon radius 
vector, km 
:artesian components of the Moon space-fixed 
velocity vector, km/sec 
Row4 2 0  ? 
DZO 






:artesian components of the target radius 
vector, km 
:artesian components of the target space-fixed 
velocity vector, km/sec 
iun rodius distance, km 
iun space-fixed velocity, km/sec 
Aoon radius distonce, km 
Aoon space-fixed velocity, km/sec 
'arget radius distance, km 
'arget space-fixed velocity, km/sec 






lime of injection in seconds past midnight of 
day before launch, sec 
HA of Greenwich at injection epoch, deg 




'These are Earth-fixed spherical coordinates in a geocentric equatoriol system. The principal direction X i s  directed towards Greenwich and is the 
intersection of the meridian plone of Greenwich with the equotoriol plane. The principal plane i s  the Eorth's geometrical equatoriol plane X, Y, 2 
along the direction of the Eorth's geometricol North direction. 
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Table F-2. (Cont'd) 
Group Trajectory constant Trajectory constant 
;eodetic latitude of the probe, deg 
iltitude of the probe above the Earth's surface, 
iast longitude of  the Sun in coordinate system 
!ight ascension of the Sun, deg 
light ascension of the Moon, deg 
iast longitude of the Moon in coordinate 
system defined in Row 8, deg 
km 
defined in Row 8, deg 
iphemeris time minus universal time, sec 
tdams-Moulton step size, sec 
Ladial velocity of probe, km/sec 
iun shadow parameter, km 
)eclination of the Sun, deg 
)eclination o f  the Moon, deg 
:horacteristics of the Earth conic in the geo. 
centric equatorial system described unde 
Group B 
iemimaior axis, km 
iccentricity 
nclination of the orbit plane to the equatorial 
.ongitude of the ascending node, deg 
irgument of pericenter, deg 
Magnitude of the closest approach vector, km 
Hyperbolic excess speed, km/sec 
rwice the energy (vis viva energy integral, 
Angular momentum, km2/sec 
Semi-lotus rectum, km 
Apogee distance, km 










:omponents of the impact parameter B.b km 
:omponents of a unit vector which lies in the 
orbit plane and i s  normal to the radius 
vector R 
R 
M = W X -  
I R I  
RAS 
R A M  
LOM 
Row22 B O T  
B - R  
'rojection of the impact parameter Bb upon 
'rojection of the impact parameter Bb upon 
'he magnitude of the impact parameter? km 
'eriod, min 
late of change of argument of perigee, deg/ 
late of change of RA of the ascending node, 
the vector 1, km 
the vector R, km 
day 
deg/day 











Row 15 SMA 
ECC 
INC 
iarth-Moon Jacobi constant, kmz/secz 
Inertial position and velocity of the prob, 
Sun, Moon and target body in a heliocentri 
equatorial system. The principal directio 
X i s  the vernal equinox direction of dai 
and the principal plane X Y  i s  the equotoric 
plane of date. Z i s  along the direction of 
the Earth's spin axis of date. Miscellaneous 







c 3  







Zartericn components of the probe radius 
vector, km 
Cartesian components of the probe space-fixed 
velocity vector, km/sec 






True anomaly, deg 
Eccentric anomaly, deg 
Mean anomaly, deg 
Declination of the outgoing asympt0te.b deg 
Right ascension of the outgoing asymptote? des 







Sun probe radius distance, km 
Probe celestial declinotion, deg 
Probe celestial right ascension, deg 
Probe space-fixed velocity, km/sec 
Pitch angle of the probe space-fixed velocity 
Azimuth angle of the probe space-fixed 
vector with respect to the local horizontal, de 
velocity vector measured East of true North, 
deg 
Components of a unit vector normal to the coni' 
R X V  w=- 
I R X V l  
Components of a unit vector in the direction of 
perigee 
Row 18 WX 
wz 
PZ 
Components of a unit vector perpendicular to 
the perigee direction, vector P, and being 




Row 19 QX 
QZ 
RZ 
Cartesian components of the Earth radius 
vector, km 
Cartesian components of the Earth space-fixed 
velocity vector, km/sec 
Cartesian components of the target radius 
vector, km 
Cartesian components of the target space-fixed 
velocity vector, km/sec 
Components of the unit vector Rb 
Components of the unit vector Sob along the 








Components of the unit vector Tb 
bS. .  Appendix C. 
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Celestial latitude of the Earth, deg 
Celestial longitude of the Earth, deg 
Celestial latitude of the target, deg 
Celestial longitude of the target, deg 
Sun-target range, km 
Sun-farget velocity, km/= 
Earth-probe-Sun angle, deg 
Earth-Sun-probe angle, deg 
Sun-Earth-probe angle, deg 
Earth-probe-Moon angle, deg 
Earth-Moon-probe angle, deg 
Moon-Eorth-probe angle, deg 
Moon-probe-Sun ongle, deg 
Moon-Sun-probe angle, deg 
fun-Moon-probe angle, deg 
Sun-Earth-Moon angle, deg 
EarthMoon-Sun angle, deg 
Earth-Sun Moon angle, deg 
Earth-probe-target angle, deg 
Earth-target-probe angle, deg 
Target-Earth-probe angle, deg 
Target-probe-Sun angle, deg 
Target-Sun-probe angle, deg 
Sun-targetprobe angle, dog 
Sun-Earth-target ongle, deg 
Earth-Sun-target angle, deg 
Earth-Sun-target angle, dog 
Moon probe radius distance, km 
Target probe rodius distance, km 
Sun-probe-near limb of Earth angle, deg 
Clock angle of Earth, deg 
Clock angle of target, deg 
Sun-probe-near limb of target angle, deg 
Canopus-probe-near limb of target angle, deg 
Canopus-probe-near limb of target angle, deg 
Radius of a circle (target) used in construction 
of visible planet, cm 
Earth probe distance, km 
Velocity of the probe with respect to Earth, 
Lanopus-probe-Earth angle, deg 
:armpusprobe-Sun angle, deg 
Samiminor axis of ellipse used in construction 
of visible planet, cm 
Xstance from intersection of ellipse with 
circle to the diameter (of the circle) that i s  
perpendicular to D1, in construction of 
visible planet, cm 
km/sec 
nertial position of probe in a selenocentric 
equatorial system. The principol direction 
X is  the vernal equinox direction of date and 
the principol plone XY is  the geocentric aqua- 
torial plane of date. 2 is  along the direction 



































Selenocentric-fixed spherical coordinotes of th 
probe, Sun ond Earth in a selenocentric equo 
torial system. The principal direction X i s  i 
the direction of the mean Moon-Earth line 
The principal plane XY is  the mean seleno 
centric equatorial plone. 2 is  olong the direc 
tion of the Moon's mean spin axis. Miscella 
neous parameters are also included. 
Cartesian components of the probe radius 
vector, km 
Cartesian components of the probe velocity 
vector, km/sec 
Probe radius distance, km 
Probe declinotion angle, deg 
Probe right oscension angle, deg 
Probe space-fixed velocity, km/sec 
Pitch angle of the probe space-fixed velocity 
vector with respect to the local horizontal. dm 
Azimuth angle of the probe space-fixed velocity 
vector measured East of true North, deg 
Probe radius distance, km 
Probe selenocentric latitude, deg 
Probe selenocentric East longitude, deg 
Probe selenocwntric-fixed velocity, km/sec 
Pitch angle of the probe selenocentric-fixed 
velocity vector with respect to the locol 
horizontal, deg 
Azimuth angle of the probe selenocentric- 
fixed velocity vector measured East of the 
Moon's mean spin axis, deg 
Selenocentric latitude of the Sun, deg 
Selenocentric longitude of the Sun, deg 
Selenocentric latitude of the Earth, deg 
Selenocentric longitude of the Earth, deg 
Altitude of the probe obove the Moon's 
Sun shadow parameter, km 
Illuminated crescent orientation viewing 
First time derivative of the probe radius 
First time derivative of the probe radius 





the probe, deg 
Right ascension of Earth in probe coordinate 
Declination of the Moon in probe coordinate 
Right ascension of the Moon in probe coordi- 
Earth-pro5e-Moon angle minus ASD, deg 
Characteristics of the selenocentric conic in the 
geocentric equatorial system described un- 
der Group B except centered at the Moon. 
system,' deg 
system,' deg 
nate system,' deg 
=Same coordinate system as defined under B except centmred ot (he prob.. 
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Row44 W X  
wz 
PZ 
Row45 Q X  
QZ 
RZ 






Table F-2. (Cont’d) 
Trajectory constant 
~ 
Semimajor axis, km 
Eccentricity 
Inclination o f  the orbit plane to the equatorial 
Longitude of the ascending node, deg 
Argument of pericenter, deg 
Magnitude o f  the closest approach vector, km 
plane, deg 
Hyperbolic excess speed, km/sec 
Twice the energy (vis viva energy integral, 
Angular momentum, km2/sec 
Semi-lotus rectum, km 
Apogee distance, km 
Time from pericenter passage, sec 
km2/secz) 
True anomaly, deg 
Eccentric anomaly, deg 
Mean anomaly, deg 
Declination o f  the outgoing asymptote? deg 
Right ascension of the outgoing asymptote? deg 
Maximum true anomaly, deg 
Components of a unit vector normal to the conic 
Components of a unit vector in the direction of 
perigee 
Components of a unit vector perpendicular to 
the perigee direction, vector P, and being 
in the orbit plane Q = W X P 
Components of the unit vector Rb 
Components of the unit vector SO’ along the 
direction o f  the outgoing asymptote 
Declination of the outgoing asymptote.’ deg 
Right ascension of the outgoing asymptote? des 
Time from injection to epoch of pericenter 
passage, hr 
Group 





~ ~ ~ 4 8  BX 
BZ 
MZ 
Row 49 B O T  




















Components o f  the unit vector SI’ along the 
direction of the outgoing asymptote 
Components of the unit vector Tb 
Components o f  the impact parameter B,b km 
components of a unit vector which lies in the 
orbit plane and i s  normal to the radius 
vector R. 
R 
M = W X -  
I R I  
Projection of the impact parameter B’ upon 
Projection of the impact parameter B’ upon 
The magnitude of the impact parameter B.b km 
Period, min 
Angle between the incoming and outgoing 
Earth-Moon Jacobi constant, kmz/sec2 
Cartesian coordinates ond epoch of injectio, 
conditions in the geocentric equatorial sys 
tem described under Group B. 
the vector T, km 
the vector R, km 
asymptotes, deg 
Cartesian components of the probe radius 
vector at injection in octal representation, km 
Cartesian components of the probe space-fixed 
velocity vector at injection in octal rejresen- 
tation, km/sec 
Epoch of injection 
Years post 1900 
Month 




Sec in octal representation 
The time past midnight GMT an day (DD), month 
(MM) and year (YY + 1900) at which thi 
injection epoch occurs i s  the time determine( 
by the sum of HH, TT, SSSSS, and SOCTAL 
bSee Appendix C 
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MsJME.~ t b - m o n  
Msuo/M~ar.  
MsUJMJ~~I ter 
Equatorial radius of Earth 
1 AU 
Ellipticity o f  Earth 
Conversion from feet to meters 
Atmospheric model 
Sidereal rotation rate of Earth 
Universal constant of gravitation 
Speed of light 
Mean Moon radius 
Moon moments of inertia about principol axis 
lunar and solar ephemerides 
Geometrical Earth model, used in locating tracking an 
launching facilities upon the Earth 
Earth potential function: 
~~ 
Conversion factors 
1.32715445 X 10" kma/sec2 
3.247695 X lo" km*/sec' 
3.986032 X lo" kma/secz 
4.03503 X lo6 km'/secz 
4.900759 X 10' km'/secz 
4.297780 X lo' km*/sec' 












4.1780742 X lo4 deg/sec 
6.671 X lo* km'/kg sacz 
2.997925 X los km/sec 
1738.09 km 
A = 0.00746 X 10Q kg km* 
8 = 0.88764 X lo" kg km' 
C = 0.88801 X 10s kg km' 
The Moon and Sun positions ore obtoined from the joint JPL-STl 
ephemerides. Far purposes of converting into kilometers, the 
conversion factors a re  
1 AU = 1.495990 X 10' km 
1e.r. = 6378.3149 
Clarke spheroid of 1866 
a = 6378.2064 km 
b = 6356.5838 km 
e' = 0.006768657997291 
where 
R = geocentric distance 
+ = geocentric latitude 
1 = 1.62345 X lo-* 
H = -0.575 X 10- 
D = 0.7875 X lod 
*3.9860005 X 1(P kma/seG was used for the promidcourse orbit. 
b4.9007604 X lo" km*/seG wos used for the promidcourse orbit. 
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APPENDIX G 
Ranger 5 Orbit Determination Program Printout 
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APPENDIX H 
ODP Format Description 
Sheet No. references are to Appendix G. All units are 
in kilometers and seconds unless otherwise specified. 
Sheet No. 1 
Sheet No. 2 
Control card input. 
Inverse of the a priori covariance matrix 
of estimated parameters. 
Sheet No. 35 Trajectory based on initial injection con- 
ditions before any convergence on data is 
started. Its format is explained in Appen- 
dix D. 
Sheet No. 6 The normal equation coefficients com- 
bined with the a priori matrix. 
Sheet No. 7 See the next page of this Appendix for an 
explanation of the format. 
Covariance matrix of estimated parame- 
ters or inverse of Sheet No. 6. 
Correlation matrix of estimated parame- 
ters. 
Residual page for a particular station. 
Sheet No. 8 
Sheet No. 9 
Sheet No. 10 
The sheet following the residuals has statistics on the 
previous residuals (self explanatory). The sheets follow- 
ing the statistics will have more residuals and statistics 
from other tracking stations. The sequence is then re- 
peated for a few more iterations. On the last iteration a 
trajectory based on the converged estimated parameters 
is run out to lunar encounter (impact or closest ap- 
proach) (see Appendix F). 
Following the trajectory printout is the U matrix which 
maps the covariance matrix at injection to encounter. Im- 
mediately below the U matrix is the covariance matrix 
on the estimated parameters a t  impact or closest ap- 
proach epoch. This is formed by mapping the covariance 
matrix at injection to impact in double precision. 
*Data have been deleted from the fit. 
The sheet following the covariance matrix contains 
three blocks. The first block is a covariance matrix N 
formed by mapping the upper 6 X 6 matrix of the co- 
variance of impact into a new coordinate system. The 
second block is simply the correlation matrix of the first 
block covariance matrix. The third block is a mapping 
matrix which maps injection components into the 
B T, B R, etc. system. 
B = The vector measured from the center of the 
Moon perpendicular to the incoming asymp- 
tote in kilometers. 
= The B vector dotted on the R axis in km (T 
axis in the Moon's orbital plane). 
= The B vector dotted on the T axis in km (T 
axis in the Moon's orbital plane). 
= The B vector dotted on the R axis in km (T 
axis in the equatorial plane of the Moon). 
= The B vector dotted on the T axis in km (T 
axis in the equatorial plane of the Moon). 
= Linearized time of flight in hours. 
= The largest eigenvalue of the upper 2 X 2 of 
the N matrix (commonly called the semimajor 
axis of a 40% dispersion ellipse in the B 
plane). 
= The semiminor axis of the dispersion ellipse 
or the other eigenvalue of the upper 2 x 2. 
THETA = The orientation angle of the semimajor axis 
of the dispersion ellipse measured counter- 





T L  
SMAA 
SMIA 
DEL T = Uncertainty-in the time of flight in sec. 
DEL B = (Nll + N2J112 where N s  are from the first 
DEL S = V, (DEL T) The position uncertainty in the 
direction of the incoming asymptote, where 
V, = hyperbolic excess velocity in km/sec. 
block of this sheet. 
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